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BOOK REVIEWS contentof the volumes and to point drugs on conditioned responsesin an-
out papers of special interest to read- imals and man, the influence of spe-

Sarwer-Foner, G. J., (ed.), The Dy- ers of The Psychedelic Rev/em. See- cific and non-specific factors on the
SOME RECENT BOOKS ON namics of Psychiatric Drug Ther- eral of the older volumes are of clinical effects of psychotropic drugs,

pSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY ap?. Springfield, Ill. :C. C. Thomas, course out of date in terms of the measurement of changes in human
1960. Pp. 624. $16.00 experimental data included, behavior under the effects of psycho-

Cholden, L. (ed.), Lysergic dcid tropic drugs, and biochemical mecha-
Diethylamide and Mescaline in Ear- West, L. J. (ed.), Hallucinations. nisms related to the site of action of
perimental Psychiatry. N. Y. and N.Y. and London: Grune & Strat- psychotropic drugs.
London: Grune & Stratton, 1956. ton, 1962. Pp. 295. $9.?5 The volnme edited by Cholden is

partly outdated but is valuable for its
Pp. 85. 8325 Pfeiffer, C. C., and Smythies, J.R. concise, non-technical presentation of The.4nnals ojFthe Nero York ,4cad-

Abramson, H. A. (ed.), The Use of (eds.), International Review of the major facts and problems, em? of Sciences have published two
LSD in Psychotherapy. N.Y.: Neurobiology. Vol. 4. N. Y. and The Josiah Macy, Jr., Foundation volumes in this area. The first, edited
Josiah Macy Foundation, 1960. Pp. London: Academic Press, 1962. Pp. sponsored in 1959 a now famous con- by Kety, contains the classic paper
304. fi_.00 382. $12.00 ference on the use of LSD in psycho- by Humphry Osmoud, "A Review of

the Clinical Effects of Psychotomi-
Bradley, P. B., Deniker, P., Radouco- Rinkel, M. (ed.), Specific. and Non- therapy. This volume, edited by one metic Agents," as well as reviews of

Thomas (eds.), Neuro-Psychophar- specific Factors in psychopharma- of its participants, Harold Abramson, the literature up to 1956 and several
macology, Vol. I. [Proc. of the 1st cology. N. Y.: Philosophical Li- is the transcript of this conference. reports of original experiments.
Meeting of the Collegium Interna- brary, 1963. Pp. 114. $3.?5 Five papers and panel discussions are
tionale Neuro-Psychopharmacolo- presented covering a range of related Eleven out of the thirty-three papersare devoted to serotonin and its pos-
gicum, Rome, 1958.] Amsterdam Wikler, A. The Relation of Ps?chi- topics including psychoanalytic psy- sible role in the nervous system. The
and N. Y.: Elsevier, 1959. Pp. 728. atry to Pharmacology. Baltimore: chotherapy with LSD, the nature of second volume, edited by Siva Sankar,

$2?.00 Williams$4.00(paper).& Wilkins, 1957. Pp. 322. chotherapypSych°l°gicalbyreSp°nSeSsymbolict°presentation,LSD'psy- has three sections: (1) studies of ex-
Rothlin, IL (ed.), N euro-P Jychophar-

macology, Vol. 2. [. · · 2nd Meet- Woolley, D. W. Biochemical Bases of the study of communication processes perimental psychoses and neurohor-
lng . . . Basel, 1960.] ]bid., 1961. Psychoses. Hew York: John Wiley, under LSD, and a clinical case his- mones, which contains papers on mes-
Pp. 521. $24.00 1962. Pp. 331. $11.95 tory. This volume is an important caline, LSD, sleep deprivation, sero-contribution to this area, presenting tonin, etc.; (2) studies on psycho-

Garattini, S., and Gbetti, V., Pr_,cho- The above list is by no means ex- on both anecdotal and empirical lev- pharmacological drug action, which
tropic Drugs. [Proc. International haustive but is representative of the els the evidence for treatment success chiefly contains papers on the metab-
Symposium on Psychotropic Drugs, major books and monographs on psy- within traditionally oriented psycho- olism of various mind-altering drugs;
Milan, May, 1957.] ]bid., 1957. Pp. chopharmacology and related topics to therapy. Of greater interest are the and (3) studies on schizophrenia and
606. $19.50 date. (Books specifically on narcotics described attempts to develop new behavior, which reports the latest re-

Kety, S. (ed.), "Pharmacology of have not been included, nor have books forms of therapy based on the arche- search on the problem of a physio-
Psychotomimetic and Psycbothera- on pharmacology in general.) All typical and symbolic aspects of the logical or biochemical basis of schizo-
pentic Drugs." Ann. iV. Y. dcm/. these are concerned with mind- LSD experience, phrenia.
Sci., Vol. 66, 1957. Pp. 4,13. $5.00 changing drugs (tranquilizers, stimu-lants and psychedelics mainly), and The volumes edited by Bradley, The Dynamics of Psychiatric Drug

Siva Sankar, D. V. (cd.), "Some Bio- indicate the enormous amount of reed- et al., Rothlin, and Garattini and Therapy, edited by Sarwer-Foner, and
logical Aspects of Schizophrenic ical and scientific discussion that has Ghetti are international conference ,4 Pharmacologic Approach to the
Behavior." dna. iV. Y. dcad. Sci., taken place concerning these sub- proceedings of a highly technical and Study of the Mind, edited by Feather-
Vol. 96, 1962. Pp. 490. $4.50 stances, specialized nature. The second IVeu- sto]_e and Simon, are conference pro-

Featherstone, R. M., and Simon, A. Ail except the last two are coufcr- ropsycho/_harmacolooy volume, for ex- ceedings in which a range of phar-

(eds.), d Pharmacological Ap- ence proceedings and transcripts of ample, has symposia and papers on macological research is presented.
proach to the Study of the Mind. symposia. No attempt will be made the following five topics: the prob- The Featherstone and Simon volume
Springfield, II1.: C. C. Thomas, here to review them extensively. It leto of antagonists to psychotropic has a broadly conceived scope and
1959. Pp. 399. $10.75 will suffice to indicate roughly the drugs, the effects of psychotropic emphasizes a complete section on the
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hallucinogens. A brief article by A. enology of hallucinations, social as- attitudes in drug-response; and an ex- schizophrenia. The "psychotomimetic"
cellent review (by H. E. Himwich) action of LSD and its antagonism toHalliday on psychological studies of pects, phantom sensations, body im-
of the correlation between abnormal serotonin are crucial links in the ar-

these drugs, and an article by Sidney age boundaries, psychophysics and
Cohen on the therapeutic potential of reality, etc.). This volume is espe- psychic states and fluctuations in levels gument. Much experimental evidence
LSD, are of particular interest. This c_ally interesting in its clear recogni- of brain chemicals, is presented and other biochemically-
volume includes a paper by Aldous tion of the essential similarity between produced abnormal psychic states are
Huxley on the social, ethical and re- the states of consciousness induced Abraham Wikler's monograph, al- also discussed. The book is well writ-

ten and invaluable for anyone inter-
ligious implications of new biochem- or produced by many different means though it does not include the most

ested in this highly controversial and
ico-psychological techniques, or conditions, recent work, is still by far the most

subtle and methodologically sophisti- constantly expanding field.

The Sarwer-Foner volume repre- The fourth volume of the lntcrna- cated book in this area. With 270
sents a number of research topics in- tional R_i_ of Neurobioloyy con- pages of very concise, closely-reasoned · · ·
eluding: (l) The physiological effects tains two papers of outstanding inter- and lucid exposition and almost 900
of the neuroleptic drugs and their est. One, by L. G. Abood and J.H. references, Wikler describes and dis- Meat Science Essayt
psychological implications, (2) The Biel on "Anticholinergic Psychoto- cusses all of the major mind-altering Michael MeClure
effects of neuroleptic drugs on ego mimetic Agents," is the first exhaus- drugs. The first section reviews the San Francisco: City Lights Books
defenses and ego-structure, (3) The tire review of the chemistry and phar- uses to which the drugs have been put: 1963. Pp. 82. $1.50.
influence of the milieu and sociolog- macology of this new series of ex- the production of coma (insulin, COz,
ical determinants of b eh a vi or, tremely potent consciousness-altering barbiturates); "psychoexploration' This book contains a handful of
(4) Transference and countertrans- drugs (Ditran and related corn- (CO 2, barbiturates, ether, metham- colorful outpourings on themes of
ference problems in relationship to pounds), phetamine, L S D ), tranquilization suicide, death, revolt, drugs and sexu-
drugs, and (5) Therapeutic aspects The other is a review by A. Hoffer (chlorpromazine, reserpine, azacyclo- ality, freedom, Artaud, Camus, Biich-
of the neuroleptic drugs. Papers by of "The Effect of Adrenoghrome and nol, meprobamate); arousal and ele- ner. McClure's writing is effusive,
A. DiMascio and G. Klerman on the Adrenolutin on the Behavior of Ani- ration of mood (amphetamines, pip- opinionated, shimmering, singing with
role of non-drug factors in human mals and the Psychology of Man." radrol); diagnosis (barbiturates, epi- happy affirmation: "A new era is at
psychopharmacology and R. Hyde on The theory, first proposed by Hoffer nephrine and methacholine); produc- hand and it must be joyfully strug-
psychological and social determinants and Osmond, that adrenochrome and tion of "model" psychoses (LSD, gled for in full awareness and eh-
of drug action are especially interest- adrenolutin are "psychotomimetic" has mescaline). Then come three sections joyment of life. The change is not
ing in their recognition of the impor- been controversial. It is now gener- on theories and mechanisms of drug only inside of myself. In all men
tance of subject-experimenter inter- ally accepted that they produce action at the biochemical, physiolog- there is a new consciousness. A new
action and the effects of other envir- changes in animals, and less widely ical and psychological levels, in which combat for freedom and happiness

each of these drugs is discussed sep- and pleasure is beginning everywhere.onmental factors in responses to accepted that changes in the percep-
drugs. Some general problems in tion, thinking and feeling of humans arately. Wikler's philosophy of sci- ..."
drug therapy and the use of drugs in also occur. Hoffer concludes from his ence is operational, and he is at all His brief statement on "Suicide and
psychoanalysis are discussed and il- review of the work that "the kind of times explicit and insistent about the Death" is one of the best discussions
lustrated with case material by M. visual hallucinations seen with mesca- separation of observations and infer- of this subject since Hermann Hesse's
Ostow and others, line, LSD, psilocybine, and other sub- ences. Although difficult to read, this "Treatise on the Steppenwolf." The

stances is not produced." It is still book is most highly recommended for essay on "Revolt" traces patterns in
an open question whether adreno- anyone seriously interested in the sci- animals and men: the revolt of the

The volume on Hallucinatioa_ con- chrome or some other active epineph- entitle explanation of the effects of body, of physiological process against
rains 26 papers on hallucinations in- mind-changing drugs.
duced by drugs (3), sensory depriva- rine derivative occurs in the human the domination of the head, the learn-
tion (2), sleep deprivation (2), hyl>- organism, ed structures that are useful for sur-
nosis (1), occurring spontaneously in Woolley's book is a statement of the rival but constrict and cause pain and
psychosis (4), and on general topics The volume edited by Rinkel con- theory which he was one of the first separation.
(hallucinations in children, neuro- tains some papers on the role of per- to propose -- that defects in the me- Two of the pieces in the volume
physiology of hallucinations, phenom- sonality variables and experimenter tabolism of serotonin are the cause of are about drugs. One, "The Mush-
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room," is an account of a session animals and know it · · · play with reallty-levels of the peyote nalssance par les Gouffres, one of twoFor some in the high there is a experiences. With heroin, for ex- books on mescaline by the French
with psilocybim glimpse of a final strangeness and ample: writer who occupies somewhat the

People are the main thing with alienation -- a complete true sane There is no combat with cir- same position that Aldous Huxley
cumstances or events -- no bore- occupies in English-speaking coun-the mushroom .... The strangest, madness. It is a glimpse seen

most grotesque, and most glorious by many men many times. Phys- dom or intensity. Sitting on a tries. (The other, Miserable Miracle,
people on earth are selected and icians who believe mental illness bed or a trip are the same. There
paraded in front of you. It's one is a disease and not a struggle of is quiescence even while moving; has just been published by City Lights,
of the most elevated comic dramas the soul and spirit in threat of there is an inviolable stillness of $1.95.) The City Lights ffournal pro-
ever seen. All is both comic funny dissolving are wrong. A man who person. You are a warm living rides probably the best cross-scctiun
and 'Comedy' in the sense that has seen complete cold fiery- stone. In a fast open car you are of the products of the whole "beat"
Dante wrote The Divine Comedy. colored emptiness with all of the a herculean vegetable -- the wind

on your face is a pleasant hand.You laugh and weep staring at flashes of lights and radiances and movement.
the faces and bodies and weird solids in its splendor of shallow You half-nod at the passing of
costumes and godliness and beast- chill hollowness carries the sight scenery. Eating and drinking are * * *
liness of mankind, forever. He cherishes what he the same but without interest. You

Ecstatic insights into the concrete can create beyond the emptiness, feel yourself exist in a place or Birth. (Number 3)and he puts what he can into that activity but without feeling of re-
physical manifestations of psychic mo- emptiness to warm it. Finally, sponsibility. There is nothing to Double Number in 2 books. New
ments and impulses abound, perhaps, a deep enough measure drag you. You have occurred. York: Birth Press, 1960. Pp. 160,

of wisdom may come over him so A new kind of self takes over 75 illustrations, $2.00. Edited by T.
he can love what was always there -- there is not so much I. I is anAll humanity passed us by cov-

ered with sores and bandages, and before his discovery. Perhaps then interference with near-passivity. Kupferberg (381 E. 10th St.).

tee shirts, and furs, and psychoses, he may love the things that pre- This is a full large life -- there This double number of Birth is de-
and raptures _ not one of them ceded in existence the new works is not much criticism, anything
looked like anything I had ever of his hand and brain .... fills it. Rugs are as interesting as voted to stimulants of many varieties.
seen. Every shadow or detail of a street. Whatever is spoken is The first part covers alcohol, mari-
face, emotion, highlight of lip or as meaningful as any other huana and peyote; the second opium,
hair, or swarthy arm-hair stood There is religiousness -- no speech ....
out in unique radiance, other word names the height of Cocaine is an ace of sunlight tobacco, tea and coffee, and various

The account ends with a poem in human feeling that includes the that can be snuffed through the stimulants. The two pamphlets con-personal and quiet active ecstasy nostrils into the brain. For days stitute a kind of collage of social re-
"Beast Language." of being a cohesive and singular it lightens the black interiors of action to the various mind-changers.

being within all. There is no bar- the body and lends an ivory cast The aim is not "to settle the prob-
The "Drug Notes" are much better, rier between you and what you of sleekness and luminosity tosense. There is no thought of a the senses, leto(s) of 'narcotics,' but merely air

Peyote, Heroin, Cocaine. Each one spoon. It exists in its most prl- and expose several of their most in-
a masterful experiential vignette. In- meval, barest and most vibrant Comparative phenomenological de- teresting, delightful and deadly faces."
terior landscapes are drawn with lov- spirit state. It is there to be used, scriptions of different states of con-
ing precision. Three extracts from seen, touched or not. There are Newspaper clippings, medical ar-no inversions of desires but sciousness are hard to find. The Drug ticles, literary descriptions, poems, his-
"Peyote" may serve as examples: only the immediate: thirst and Notes are valuable miniatures by a

And to see colors leap into ten hunger and their satisfactions, gifted word-painter, torical texts, drawings, advertise-
trillion unexpected glows and fires Water in the mouth is an Ocean ments; from Egyptian papyri and me-
and radiances _ to see the sharp moving in the cave of the Uni- * * * dieval Latin tracts to Ne_ York
edges of definition upon all ma- verse. We live in a void and we
terial things, and all things radi- carry the void with us -- it is an City Lights Journal (number one) Times reports and de Ropp -- a be-
ating chill or warm light _ is to emptiness that we fill with the Edited by L. Ferlinghetti wildering and amusing variety of
know that you've lived denying traces of our gestures. We warm San Francisco: City Lights Books, opinions. For each of the "stimu-
and dimly sensing reality through it and enlarge it or it darkens and 1963. Pp. 112, 4 illustrations, $1.50. !ants," attitudes can be found ranging
a haze. All things beam tuner closes upon us l from enthusiastic espousal to hyster-
light and color like a pearl or City Lights ]oursal is a new liter- ical condemnation. These small vol-
shell. All men are strange beast- ary annual containing poems, essays, umes are of great value in obtaining
animals with their mysterious his- The descriptions of heroin and co-
tories upon their faces and they caine experiences are strikingly dif- stories by Williams, Ginsberg, Kef- some rational and humorous perspee-
stare outward from the walls of ferent. Physical sensations dominate ouac, Burroughs, McC!ure, and an tire on this emotion-laden and taboo-
their skin -- their hair is fur -- extract from Henri Michaux's Con- ridden area.
secretly far beneath all they are the awareness. Not like the cosmic
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